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Question 

   How can we co-create relationships which 
generate higher levels of consciousness/

awareness 

AND 

which embody innocence and ‘humility’ 
rather than the hubris of a generalised 
expert action/interaction/intervention 



A Fifth Province Dis-Position 

  Love and Presence   (Inter-Viewing) 

  Co-Evolutionary Relationships  (Inter-Acting) 

  Collective/Systemic Wisdom   (Inter-Being) 



Love and Presence 
Inter-Viewing 

  Presence - Present in the Present as Presence 

  Engaged Attention/Awareness 

  Listening from the Heart/Silence & Speaking 
Ethically 

  Acceptance without Prejudice 
–  Bracketing Theories/techniques 

–  Non-pathologising/non-reifying language/ideas 

–  Disconnecting appearances from Being 

–  Not mistaking habits for who we are 

–  Non-objectifying orientation 

–  A innocent knowing 



Feedback on  
Love and Presence 

There is a strong presence  
Because you are present. …  

The focus is what strikes me powerfully.… 
More than that,  

It’s a presence with perception,  
A spaciousness with love present. 

(C) 



Co-Evolutionary Relationships 
(Inter-Acting) 

  Awareness of inter-connectivity in Context 

  Turning attention within (being/
relationship/context) 

  Trusting that all we need is here in 

 this relationship, in this context 

  Co-creating possibilities together 

  Learning to learn from within relationship/
context 



Feedback 
Co-Evolutionary Relationships 

A recognition of recognition seems to happens  
interactively. (H) 

Context Body Mind Spirit all belong - influencing each 
other - do not have to think ‘which one am I speaking 

about’. (T) 

The space is very inclusive - do not feel that which comes 
into consciousness in a session does not belong. I trust 

what comes.(T) 

I somehow had not fully realised my potential or how great 
I could be and was until I was asked the questions and 

also through the responses to what I said. (Mr) 



Collective/Systemic Wisdom 
Inter-Being 

 Emergences from the ‘in-between’   

 A Space beyond Dualities 

 Communion 

 Self Healing Tautology 



Feedback 
Collective/Systemic Wisdom 

A shared almost seamless relationship … which is 
your intention and which is mine …..often I 

couldn't say. The meeting of hearts and minds in 
a space that's beyond both of us as individuals 

has been exciting (Md) 

It is unobtrusive like the leadership of Tao where 
we feel we are doing it ourselves (G)  

When conflict or confusion arises - giving the 
conflict or confusion its dues but knowing and 
paying attention to the space that exists beyond 

the conflict/confusion. (U) 



Thank You 

From the Space of the Fifth Province 


